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Multi’s General Privacy Declaration  

Below is the text of Multi’s privacy policy.  

Accountability  

Multi’s is the trade name of Multi Sales Tilburg BV. Multi’s has its place of business in Tilburg, the 
Netherlands, and is registered with the Chamber of Commerce under number 180.23.393.  

 Our privacy policy focuses on Multi’s accountability regarding the processing of personal data. 
Priority is given to the privacy rights of the people involved in our business relations and our 
employees. Multi’s bases its policy on the General Data Protection Regulations (GDPR). This privacy 
declaration explains what information we collect from our business relations and why we do that. 
Attention is also paid to the way that Multi’s handles the information and what your rights are. We 
have prepared a separate declaration for our employees.  

Our employees have already been informed about our privacy policy. If you have questions, they will 
put you in touch with a controller.  

  

Contact details  
Multi’s    - attn. Executive Board  
Heliosstraat 14 – 5048 CB – Tilburg – the Netherlands  
e-mail:  info@multis.net  

  

Why we collect data  

Multi’s objective is to design and produce functional point-of-sales materials and promotional 
packaging. To realise this, we need our valued clients and suppliers. Creating a good display demands 
considerable interaction with our business relations. Between the first client contact and the final 
delivery there is an intensive process with many contacts and participants. To streamline all these 
processes, Multi’s must unavoidably handle data, including personal data. The GDPR calls this goal, 
this basis, the implementation of an agreement.  

Multi’s thus processes data that you as a client or potential client have provided to Multi’s as part of 
the business arrangement (proposal) or to exchange information. You always provide the data 
voluntarily to Multi’s.  

  

What information we collect  

The personal data that Multi’s processes are intended to sustain the essential business contacts, or 
exchange information, or are relevant for arranging and implementing agreements (proposals). The 
following specific data are likely to be collected: name, address, telephone numbers, e-mail 
addresses, the name of the organisation where/for which you are working as a business relation. If 
necessary, we process the job title, your title or department. Multi’s only processes data about 
potential clients after obtaining their permission. Only the most essential information is recorded, 
and an explanation is given of the purpose for which the data are used.  
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Who processes your data  

Your data are only known by the relevant departments of Multi’s and the personnel who have 
permission to work with data. For example, the administration needs certain information to send out 
invoices, pay suppliers or process purchase orders. The sales department is involved in processing 
clients’ data, both of existing clients and prospects. For example, producing tenders and maintaining 
contact with the client’s representatives about the progress with orders.  Order supervisors and 
purchasers must have access to relevant data to be able to carry out their tasks well.  

 

Storage and security  

Multi’s has put in place sound procedures to protect your data reasonably well against loss and 
unauthorised processing. Attention is also paid to data and cyber security. Our website, for example, 
utilises a safe encrypted (SSL) connection. Data are not stored for longer than necessary for the 
purpose of processing. Legislation is followed closely.  

For information: Our website does not work with so-called cookies.  

 

Your privacy rights  

If you have a business relationship with Multi’s, you can also exercise your privacy rights. You have 
the right to access your personal data. This could lead to you having factual errors corrected or 
irrelevant data deleted. You can also submit a complaint to the Dutch Data Protection Authority.  

If you would like to exercise your rights, please contact us in writing or by e-mail. You will receive a 
response within 2 weeks.  

Thank you for reading our privacy policy. 

Multi’s 


